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Motivated by the experimental search for Bose condensation of quasiparticles in semiconductors, the re-
sponse functions of a weakly interacting Bose gas, with isotropic but nonquadratic dispersion, are considered.
Nonquadratic dispersion modifies the definition of particle current, and leads to modified sum rules for the
current-current response function. The effect of these modifications on the Berezhinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition is discussed.
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Recently, there has been increasing interest in Bose con-
densation of quasiparticles in solid state systems. Examples
include indirect excitons in semiconductor quantum wells,1

exciton-polaritons in semiconductor microcavities,2–4 quan-
tum Hall bilayer excitons,5,6 and spin “triplons” in copper
compounds.7–9 In many of these cases, the composite nature
of the quasiparticle leads to significant deviations from a
quadratic dispersion. Such deviations mean that a current
defined by J�x�=�†�x�i���x� is no longer correct: such a
current is not conserved, and so its correlation functions do
not obey simple sum rules. Neither can this problem be ex-
tricated by working in terms of more fundamental fields, e.g.,
the photon/exciton fields for the polariton problem, as in
such an example the photon current is not conserved, the
Hamiltonian has terms by which photon current is trans-
ferred to exciton current and back again.

There is an obvious solution to this problem: the correct
definition of current is the Noether current associated with
invariance of the action under global phase rotations. Such a
definition automatically leads to a conserved current, which
for quadratic dispersion is just the standard definition. The
definition of current and its response functions are of particu-
lar importance due to another common feature of these solid
state systems in which condensation is sought: they are two
dimensional, and therefore the transition is of the
Berezhinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless �BKT� class.10,11 Therefore,
to find the critical conditions at which the transition should
occur, it is necessary to find the superfluid stiffness, includ-
ing effects of depletion by density fluctuations. This is most
naturally achieved by finding the current response functions,
and thus separating the current response into normal and su-
perfluid components.12–14 For the weakly interacting case,
one may then perturbatively evaluate the current response
functions. Such a perturbative evaluation relies on two prop-
erties of the current response: a sum rule on the longitudinal
response function �a consequence of using a conserved
current�,15 and an understanding of the effect of vertex cor-
rections on the transverse response functions.16–18

The aim of this article is to discuss the correct generali-
zation of response functions for nonquadratic, but isotropic,
quasiparticle dispersion. Previous work on the BKT transi-
tion in a model of weakly interacting bosons with nonqua-
dratic dispersion19,20 did not generalize the current in this
manner. As a result, the current in that work was not con-
served, and so there is no sum rule relating the longitudinal

response function to density. As the spectrum considered
there was quadratic for small momenta, any formalism which
recovers the standard form at low densities �i.e., when only
low momentum particles are excited� will agree in this limit.
However, at higher densities, when particles beyond the qua-
dratic dispersion contribute to the current response, there are
differences between the method described here and the
method in those previous works, as will be shown below.
The effect of nonquadratic dispersion on the transition tem-
perature in three dimensions, in the context of triplons, has
also been previously considered.21

To be precise, consider the following model of a weakly
interacting Bose gas:

H = �
k

�k�k
†�k +

g

2 �
k,k�,q

�k+q
† �k�−q

† �k��k, �1�

where �k is isotropic, and has a quadratic part as k→0, but is
otherwise general. This Hamiltonian is invariant under global
phase rotations, and so there is an associated Noether current
J given by �Ref. 22�:

Ji�x� =
�S

��i�
†�x�

i�†�x� −
�S

��i��x�
i��x� , �2�

where S is the action from the Hamiltonian in Eq. �1�. By
definition, this current is conserved, so:

�H,��q�� = q · J�q�, ��q� = �
k

�k+q/2
† �k−q/2. �3�

In the following, we will be interested in the static response
of the system to an applied force that couples to such a
current, described by the response function:

�ij�� = 0,q� = 2�
0

�

d	��Ji�q,	�Jj�− q,0��� , �4�

where double angle brackets indicate quantum and thermal
averaging. For an isotropic system, the most general form of
the response function is:

�ij�q� = �T�q�	�ij −
qiqj

q2 
 + �L�q�
qiqj

q2 . �5�

The standard rotating bucket argument still applies in divid-
ing the response into a superfluid part that contributes only to
�L and a normal part that contributes to both �L and �T. With
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a quadratic dispersion, the relevant quantity is �s /m
=limq→0��L�q�−�T�q��. With nonquadratic dispersion mass
is now q dependent, so the identification of �s and m sepa-
rately is not possible, but it is not necessary; the effective
vortex action depends only on the well defined quantity:

�s = lim
q→0

��L�q� − �T�q�� . �6�

Since the current used is by definition conserved, �L will be
subject to a sum rule; a generalization of the sum rule that
would for quadratic dispersion relate �L to the density. Be-
low, this sum rule is evaluated, and thus �L and �T are cal-
culated in a perturbative expansion.

Before evaluating this sum rule, it is first worth stressing
why the above generalization gives the quantity appropriate
to the BKT transition. The BKT transition is associated with
the unbinding of vortex pairs. The conditions at which the
transition occurs are therefore described by the effective
vortex-vortex interaction, and the vortex fugacity. Starting
from a microscopic model, these quantities both depend on
the phase stiffness: the coefficient of ��
�x��2�q2
q

2 in the
effective action. It is only this quadratic phase dispersion
which matters: nonquadratic terms in the phase dispersion
lead only to short range vortex interactions, while the qua-
dratic term leads to a logarithmic confining potential. How-
ever, the phase stiffness is modified by density fluctuations,
and the nonquadratic dispersion of density fluctuations can
modify the phase stiffness. Nonquadratic dispersion matters
because after integrating out density fluctuations, nonqua-
dratic dispersion of density fluctuations modifies the coeffi-
cient of quadratic dispersion of phase fluctuations. It is tech-
nically easier to evaluate the current response functions than
to directly integrate out density fluctuations, and the associ-
ated definitions of superfluid stiffness are equivalent �Ref.
18�.

The sum rule for �L�q�=qiqj�ij�q� /q2 follows from Eq.
�4� and Eq. �3�, and the standard procedure, as described for
example in Ref. 15:

�L�q� =
2

q2�
0

�

d	��q · J�q,	�q · J�− q,0���

=
1

Zq2�
n

e−�En�n����q�,q · J�q���n� , �7�

where one use has been made of the commutation relation
Eq. �3�. Writing the commutation relations explicitly in terms
of the �†, � operators, one has:

q · J�q� = �
k

��k+q/2 − �k−q/2��k+q/2
† �k−q/2,

���q�,q · J�q�� = �
k

��k+q + �k−q − 2�k��k+q/2
† �k−q/2.

In the limit q→0, the terms in parentheses are independent
of the direction of k, so we may average over solid angles
d� and thus have:

lim
q→0

�L�q� = �
k

gk���k
†�k�� , �8�

gk =� d�

�
lim
q→0

	 �k+q + �k−q − 2�k

q2 
 . �9�

Since dispersion is isotropic, we may write it as �k= f�k2�,
thus gk= �4/d�k2f��k2�+2f��k2�, and as expected a quadratic
dispersion, f�x�=x /2m, reduces to gk=1/m. In general, Eq.
�8� can be considered as density weighted by effective in-
verse mass at each momentum. The longitudinal response is
thus reduced to finding an approximation scheme for the
occupation of each finite k mode, which will be discussed
below.

As yet we have only written explicitly the longitudinal
component of the current. To find correlations of the trans-
verse component, it is convenient to write:

Ji�q� = �
k

�k+q
† i�k + q,k��k, �k = 	 �k

�−k
† 
 , �10�

and from conservation of current, we have:

qii�k + q,k� = �3��k+q − �k� . �11�

Thus, we know the projection of the vector i onto one axis;
what remains is to find its direction. This follows from the
definition in Eq. �2�, which shows that under the interchange
�k↔�k

† the current changes as Ji→−Ji. With a little algebra,
it can be seen that this directly implies i�p ,q�= �pi

+qi�f�p ,q��3 where f�p ,q� is a scalar function chosen to
satisfy Eq. �11�.

From this definition of current, it is now possible to cal-
culate the current response function perturbatively. As in the
quadratic dispersion case, the leading order perturbative cal-
culation relies on properties of the corrections to the current
vertex i that result from interactions. For clarity, the stan-
dard argument15,18 is summarized here. A full calculation of
the response would be given by

lim
q→0

�ij�q� = 2� ddk

�2��dTr�G�k��i�k,k�G�k� j�k,k�� ,

�12�

where G�k� is the Green’s function in the Nambu represen-
tation indicated in Eq. �10�, and �i is the vertex i including
corrections. At one loop order, vertex corrections are neces-
sary to make Eq. �12� satisfy the sum rule, Eq. �8�. However,
it can be seen that these required vertex corrections are of the
form shown in Fig. 1.

Since these involve a vertex where current couples di-
rectly to the condensate, they involve i�q ,0�, which, due to
the previous discussion of the direction of i, is proportional
to qi. Such a correction therefore only changes the longitu-
dinal response. Therefore, we may safely evaluate the trans-
verse response at one-loop order without such corrections.

Having understood why vertex corrections can be ig-
nored, the perturbative calculation of �T now follows di-
rectly; writing:

i�k,k� = ki lim
q→0

	 �k+q/2 − �k−q/2

k · q

�3 = 2kif��k2� , �13�

with f�k2�=�k as before for an isotropic mass, we thus have:
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lim
q→0

�T�q� =
2

d
� ddk

�2��dk2�2f��k2��2Tr�G�k��3G�k��3� .

�14�

To complete the evaluation of �T then requires an explicit
form for the Green’s function. The Bogoliubov one-loop ap-
proximation for the condensed Green’s function is:

G��,k� =
1

�2 + �k
2	− i� + �k + � − �

− � i� + �k + �

 , �15�

where �k=�k��k+2�� is the Bogoliubov quasiparticle en-
ergy. Thus, Eq. �14� becomes:

Tr�G�3G�3� =
1

2�
�n

�k
2 − �n

2

��n
2 + �k

2�2 = −
�

2
nB���k� , �16�

lim
q→0

�T�q� = −
2

d
� ddk

�2��d

k2�2f��k2��2

2
nB���k� . �17�

Finally, to find �L requires evaluation of the average oc-
cupation of each k mode in Eq. �8�. In evaluating Eq. �8�, as
the effects of fluctuations in the presence of a condensate are
required, the condensate depletion due to fluctuations must
be included in order to derive a consistent answer.23,24 This
means �0= ���0

†�0�� must include fluctuation corrections, de-
termined by considering a chemical potential coupled only to
k=0 modes, or equivalently by using the Hugenholtz-Pines
relation at one-loop order:

�0 =
�

g
− �

k
�2���k

†�k�� +
1

2
����k

†�k
†�� + H.c.�� . �18�

Inserting this in Eq. �8� yields the final form:

lim
q→0

�L�q� = g0
�

T2B
−� ddk

�2��d

��nB��k�	g0
2�k + �

�k
− gk

�k + �

�k



+ �2g0 − gk�
�k + � − �k

2�k
+

g0�

2

�k − �k − �

�k��k + �� � . �19�

�To avoid the ultraviolet divergence associated with a delta-
function interaction, the standard T-matrix renormalization24

has been performed, thus T2B is the renormalized two-body
T-matrix corresponding to the bare interaction g.� In two
dimensions, the BKT transition is found, as discussed above,
by evaluating Eq. �17� and Eq. �19� at a fixed temperature,
and finding the value of � which satisfies limq→0��L�q�
−�T�q��=�kBT /2.

The discussion up to now has been for a generic isotropic
dispersion. In order to calculate a phase boundary—in order
to see how large the differences between the method here,
and direct application of the standard Landau formula for
superfluid density—one must consider some specific disper-
sion. For illustration, I will therefore consider the dispersion
of the lower polariton in CdTe, for which the results of the
Landau formula have been considered in Refs. 19 and 20.
However, several caveats must be raised about any compari-
son of such a phase boundary and experiments. The discus-
sion here does not include the presence of an upper polariton,
nor effects due to the composite nature of polaritons.25–27

Both of these effects, and the deviation of the lower polariton
from quadratic dispersion, will become relevant at similar
temperature scales, as all of these scales are set by the
Rabi splitting. In addition, except for very recent
experiments,28,29 polariton systems have not reached thermal
equilibrium, and so dynamical condensation, with occupa-
tions set by balance of pumping and decay may need to be
considered30—furthermore, even when distributions are
close to equilibrium, pumping and decay may still have im-
portant effects.31

Figure 2 shows the critical density for a BKT transition at
a given temperature, with the following dispersion:

f�k2� =
1

2
� k2

2m1
−	 k2

2m2

2

+ �R
2� , �20�

with 1/m1=1/mX+1/mP, and 1/m2=1/mX−1/mP. Param-
eters are chosen close to those of the experiments of Ref. 28
in CdTe: exciton mass mX=0.08me, photon mass mP=2.58
�10−5me, �R=26 meV, and T2B=13 meV/1011 cm−2. Bear-
ing in mind the above caveats, Fig. 2 should be taken as an
illustration of the size of one specific effect—deviation of the
lower polariton from quadratic dispersion—on the equilib-
rium phase boundary.

In the normal state, the transverse and longitudinal re-
sponse functions should become equal. It is instructive to see
how the expression for effective mass, weighting the density,
appears in such a calculation. In the normal state, there are
no condensate depletion effects to worry about, and so:

FIG. 1. Vertex corrections required at one-loop order.
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�L�0� =� ddk

�2��dgknB�f�k2�� . �21�

The one-loop transverse response is as in Eq. �17�, but with
�k→�k= f�k2�. To see that they agree, it is convenient to re-
write Eq. �17� with a change of integration variables. We first

introduce x=k2, so ddk=Sdxd/2−1dx /2, with Sd the surface of
the d-dimensional hypersphere, and then change the integra-
tion variable again to f�x�, with dx=df / f��x�, giving:

�T�0� = −
2

d
� Sddf

�2��d

xd/2−1

2f��x�
x�2f��x��2

2

dnB�f�
df

=
2

d
� Sddf

�2��d	 1

2f��x�
d

dx
�xd/22f��x��
nB�f�

=
2

d

d

2
� ddk

�2��dgknB�f�k2�� , �22�

where the second line is integration by parts, and the last
used �x�2xd/2f��x��= �d /2�xd/2−1g�x�.

In conclusion, a formalism for calculating the transverse
and longitudinal response functions of a Bose gas with arbi-
trary isotropic dispersion has been presented. A sum rule
relates the longitudinal response to density weighted by ef-
fective inverse mass at a given momentum. Using such a
formalism recovers the equivalence of transverse and longi-
tudinal responses in the normal state. This formalism allows
a consistent formulation of the critical conditions for the
BKT transition in a two-dimensional Bose gas.
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